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BERESHEETH-GENESIS CH. 1 14-16 is our text. THE HEAVENLY WITNESSES OF YHWH’S TIME FOR
DAYS, SEASONS, SHABBATS AND FEASTS! The Sun, Moon and stars are 3 witnesses to YHWH's
division of time! The moon when used properly can confirm the light source it represents. The stars
are collectively the night light or the LESSER light.
Let us quickly examine the 3 key factors to discern when the Year Turns & see how the so called
Spring Equinox and Spring Equilux compare and which one meets the required criteria.
-The Sun Test- The sun must rise and pass due east-west over the celestial equator, when the earth is
at 0 degrees relative to the sun. Equinox passes the test. At Equilux the sun is still about 6 degrees
south of the celestial equator and has not crossed it. The GREAT SIGN TEST is a cosmic sign & event
and is failed by the so-called Equilux but passed by the Vernal Equinox. You will find the same results
for the Fall Turn of The Year. Rest assured Enoch did not measure nano-seconds of refracted light in
Jerusalem, a non-Israelite place during Enoch’s time. The heavens taught him astronomy. He read
shadows!
-The Stars Test- The sun rises and sets in the constellation of Pisces for about another 500 years,
starting March 12th for about 38 days from March 12-April 18th. Both so-called Equilux and Equinox
pass this test nicely!
-The Moon Test- The moon lags behind the sun exactly as Enoch says, 10, or 11 days annually. The
Zadokites used it to CONFIRM the 2 turns of the year and both solstices, as well as to confirm the 24
week order of the Millennial Temple priests, based on 1 Chronicles Ch.24. This year, March 20 is The
Spring Equinox in the second year of a 3 year lunar cycle, the full moon of March 12th 2017, is 10 days
ahead of The Aviv 1 New Years Day, as it will be this year in 2017. In 2018, the 3rd year of the 3 year
moon cycle, the moon it will be exactly 20 days ahead of Aviv 1. In 2019, the first year of the new 3 year
cycle, the full moon will appear exactly on the afternoon of Aviv 1, as well as exactly 30 days before
and after Aviv 1! The cycle repeats itself every 4th year! This proves that the moon phases confirm
AVIV 1 EVERY YEAR, not the day of Equinox as some teach, as even in year 1 its full on Aviv 1 not the
day before.
If Equilux New Year is March 16th in Jerusalem as some allege, the full moon would occur only 4 days
[March 12th full moon] before the supposed equal day and night, DIRECTLY CONTRADICTING the
priestly records at Qumran. The Spring & Fall Equinoxes pass the moon test but the Equilux fails the
moon confirmation test miserably!
YEAR
YEAR #1
YEAR #2
YEAR #3

FULL MOON SEEN BEFORE ABIB
12/02 (30 days before Abib 1)
12/22 (10 days before Abib 1)
12/12 (20 days before Abib 1)

FULL MOON SEEN IN ABIB
01/01 & 01/30 (30 days after Abib 1)
01/20 (20 days after Abib 1)
01/10 (10 days after Abib 1)

-Summary-The lie called The Equilux in Jerusalem on March 16th fails both the primary sun dial test,
as well as the confirming moon phase test, as well as the subsequent priestly order test. The Vernal &
Autumnal Turns of the Year pass all 3 Torah tests with clarity and flying colors, pun intended! View all
3 signs for YOURSELF so you are no longer duped by data but enlightened with DAAT-The Knowledge
from YHWH Almighty!

